Multivariate data analysis of UV spectra in monitoring elution and determining endpoint of chromatography using polyamide column.
Chromatography using polyamide column is one of the most critical purification operations that affect the safety and efficacy of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) products. To ensure successful operation and reduce time and solvent consumption, UV spectroscopy combined with multivariate data analysis as an online analytical tool was developed for monitoring the polyamide column chromatography of the TCM Danshen. The process trajectories were established by principal component analysis of the UV spectra and used to determine the endpoint of the washing stage and investigate the impacts of the process conditions. The online analysis method developed determined the concentration of salvianolic acid B (an important compound in Danshen) in the effluent rapidly and precisely with a coefficient of determination of 0.9963 and helped to collect salvianolic acid B quantitatively for determining the endpoint of elution. The methodology proposed is an effective approach applicable in guiding successful operations in the chromatographic separation.